
Writing a
Resolution
for General
Assembly

A Step-by-Step Guide



A resolution is an official expression of the opinion
or will of a legislative body. The practice of

submitting and voting on resolutions is a typical
part of business in Congress, state legislatures, and

student government associations.
- Human Rights Campaign

What is a Resolution?What is a Resolution?



Writing a resolution not only brings awareness to what issues your college
campus faces, but it also helps guide this organization's legislative priorities

and overall focus for the year.

Set the broad policy
stances of the
organization 

Address a specific
statewide issue that

relates to higher
education  

What Can a Resolution Do?What Can a Resolution Do?
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Steps to SuccessSteps to Success

Identify Student
Issues

Draft a
Resolution

Seek Sponsorship
and Feedback

Submit Before
the Deadline

Make
Amendments

Present the
Resolution



Step One: IdentifyStep One: Identify
Student IssuesStudent Issues

Surveys
Distributing surveys is a great way to get feedback from your
students. Creating QR codes that link to these surveys allows you to
gather data from students already attending your events.

Student Organizations
While waiting for students to come to you may garner some
feedback, it’s also important that you conduct outreach. Asking to
speak at club meetings is an effective way to connect with students
already involved in campus life.

Town Halls
Though town halls may involve more planning on your behalf,
they give students a dedicated meeting time during which they
may learn about the resolution writing process and offer
detailed feedback for you to use when writing a resolution.
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Step Two: Draft aStep Two: Draft a
ResolutionResolution

The Basics
SSCCC resolutions cannot contain more than four “whereas” or
“resolved” statements. “Whereas” statements should be grounded
in facts and statistics, and “resolved” statements should lay out a
clear action to be taken/change to be made.

The Details
Remember that resolutions can only direct the Student Senate to
take action. The Student Senate does not have the authority to
direct or require action from any other group or individual,
including the state legislature.

The Wording
Be extremely judicious with your use of words like “shall”,
and focus on using language that suggests offering support
and making recommendations. You may also use resolutions
to encourage SSCCC to oppose certain legislation and other
policy initiatives.
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“Whereas” Statements
These are used to identify the issue, provide background, and offer statistical
evidence that backs up the call for a resolution. Remember, these should be
grounded in fact. 

The Basic Must-HavesThe Basic Must-Haves
Resolution Statements

Each resolution is broken into up to four “whereas” and “resolved” statements.

“Resolved” Statements
These statements should outline action steps that can be taken to “resolve” the
issue outlined in the “whereas” statements. Be careful with the use of words like
“must” and “shall” - SSCCC cannot require any policy/legislative changes outside of
the organization.



TITLETITLE
Be sure that the title of the resolution
accurately reflects the content of the
resolution. This title concisely reflects
the subject matter and includes the

authors and sponsors.

This statement refers back to an
existing priority established by the

SSCCC. Notice the lead-in to the
resolved statement in the following

line (“therefore, be it...”)

WHEREASWHEREAS



CITATIONSCITATIONS

This resolved statement includes an
organization that can assist with

implementation of the resolution.

Be sure to cite the sources you utilize
in your resolution.

RESOLVEDRESOLVED



Helpful TipsHelpful Tips

Resolutions are best received when the focus is on facts versus rhetoric.

You may benefit from reading some past examples of resolutions for ideas
about structuring and phrasing your resolution. 

Word Choice 
Writing a resolution not only brings awareness to what issues your college campus
faces, but it also helps guide this organization's legislative priorities and overall
focus for the year.

Facts

Review Previous Resolutions



Use words like... Do not use...

Recommend
Ensure/Require

Asset/Affirm
Reaffirm
Support

Work With
Urge

Distribute
Adopt

Generalizations
Any

Every
All

Never
None

Opinions
Will

Change

Word ChoiceWord Choice



Step Three: Seek SponsorshipStep Three: Seek Sponsorship
and Feedbackand Feedback

SSCCC Regions/Caucuses
SSCCC regions and caucuses can also sponsor resolutions. Taking a
resolution to these groups will ensure that the feedback you receive
takes into account regional and/or issue-specific needs.

SSCCC Board of Directors
Finally, the Board of Directors may sponsor resolutions. As the Board
of Directors is comprised of students from across the state, input will
likely highlight statewide issues and the needs of students outside of
your own region.

SBAs
You can bring your resolution to your SBA for sponsorship and
seek feedback from them. They may be able to provide some
pertinent insight regarding the needs of your own campus and
how the resolution might act to target these needs.
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February 14th February 23rd 

March 8th March 14th 

Step Four: Submit BeforeStep Four: Submit Before
the Deadlinethe Deadline

Key Dates:

Original Resolution Submission Deadline First Resolution Packet Dissemination

Amendments to Resolutions Deadline Amended Resolution Packet Dissemination

*After submissions, Resolutions Committee will provide updates



Step Five: AmendmentsStep Five: Amendments
and Reviewand Review Permissible Changes

The amendment must be relevant to the resolution it seeks to
amend. Substitute amendments are not permitted. 

Sponsoring Amendments
Only SBAs, SSCCC Regions, Caucuses, or the Board of Directors
may sponsor resolution amendments at a regular or special
meeting. Each SBA, SSCCC Region, Caucus, and the Board of
Directors may all sponsor up to five resolution amendments per
General Assembly.

Due Dates
All amendments and the meeting minutes for the meeting at
which the amendments were approved must be emailed to
resolutions@ssccc.org by March 8, 2024.
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Review
This is the time for you to gather feedback from
your constituents on how you will vote for each
resolution.



Step Six: Present theStep Six: Present the
ResolutionResolution

Each resolution is voted on by the
delegates. When debate begins,
the author of the resolution is
given an opportunity to go before
the delegates to explain the
resolution and its merits.

Represent your College at General Assembly

Delegates attend General Assembly
free-of-cost and play a pivitol role in
approving resolutions. Each Delegate
receives one vote per resolution. A
delegate’s vote should reflect the will
of the students at the college they
are representing.

Make the Point 
Be as direct and to the point as possible. Cleverness that
makes a resolution less clear will likely cause that resolution
to be defeated, amended, or referred.
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April 5-7 @ Santa Clara Marriot

https://ssccc.org/get-involved/events/2024-general-assembly/
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Contact UsContact Us
Stephen Kodur
Engagement and Development Coordinator

skodur@ssccc.org

Chanelle Win 
Vice President of Legislative Affairs / Resolutions Chair

vpla@ssccc.org

Steven Gallegos
Regional Affairs Director, Region VII

radregionvii@ssccc.org



Follow Follow Us!Us!

@SSCCC_Official 
Visit our Website 

www.ssccc.org


